bridge, United Kingdom. 7 4 A full list of members and affiliations appears in the Supplementary Material. .
: Properties of datasets and estimates of h 2 SNP . n = sample size (cases + controls), m = number of SNPs, m j=1 w j = sum of SNP weights which can be interpreted as an effective number of independent SNPs. All values are post quality control; values for m and w j are rounded to the nearest K (thousand). For UCLEB, m and w j refer to our main analysis, which considers only high-quality, common SNPs. The final column provides our best estimates of h 2 SNP from common SNPs, computed using LDAK with α = −0.25 (see main text for explanation of α). For comparison, we include previously published estimates of h 2 SNP (note that the previous analyses for rheumatoid arthritis, type 1 diabetes and multiple sclerosis excluded major histocompatibility SNPs, which we estimate contribute 0.07, 0.20 and 0.05, respectively), as well as h 2 GWAS , the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by SNPs reported as GWAS significant (P < 5 × 10 −8 ). For disease traits, estimates of h 2 SNP and h 2 GWAS have been converted to the liability scale assuming the stated prevalence. convergence problems. However, we show below that partitioning based on MAF enables reliable estimation of h 2 SNP when rare SNPs Figure 7 for an extended version. We find that estimates based on the LDAK Model are on average 48% 101 (SD 3) higher than estimates based on the GCTA Model. For the UCLEB traits, estimates from LDAK are on average 88% (SD 7) higher 102 than those from GCTA ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Figure 3a also includes results from LDSC, run as described in the original publication 10 103 (see Supplementary Table 3 for numerical values). Estimates from LDSC are not significantly different to those from GCTA, which is to 104 be expected considering that GCTA and LDSC assume the same relationship between heritability and LD. In Supplementary Figure 9 we 105 consider alternative versions of LDSC (e.g., varying how LD Scores are computed, forcing the intercept term to be zero and excluding 106 highly-associated SNPs). While changing settings can have a large impact, in all cases the average estimate of h 2 SNP from LDSC remains 107 substantially below that from LDAK.
108
A recent article which asserted that GCTA estimates h 2 SNP more accurately than LDAK, based this claim on a simulation study in when we reduce SNP density ( Supplementary Fig. 14 & 15 and Supplementary Table 8 ). (Figure 6a ).
174

Discussion
175
With estimates of h 2 SNP so widely reported, it is easy to forget that calculating the variance explained by large numbers of SNPs is Information score r j : Let the vector S j = (S 1,j , . . . , S n,j ) T ∈ [0, 2] n , denote the allele counts for SNP j (i.e., S j is Column j of S).
Our information score r j estimates the squared correlation between S j and G j = (G 1,j , . . . , G n,j ) T ∈ {0, 1, 2} n , the true genotypes for SNP j. When using imputed data, G j is typically not known; instead for each individual we have a triplet of state probabilities (p i,j,0 , p i,j,1 , p i,j,2 ), where p i,j,g = P(G i,j = g) and p i,j,0 + p i,j,1 + p i,j,2 = 1. Therefore, we define r j by taking expectations over the 3 n possible realizations of G j .
S j is known, so computing n i=1 (S −S j ) 2 is straightforward. The two expectations can also be calculated explicitly:
where µ = E[Ḡ j ] = 1 n i (p i,j,1 + 2p i,j,2 ). For our analyses, we use expected allele counts (dosages), so S i,j = p i,j,1 + 2p i,j,2 . In this
(Si, j −S j ) 2 and so the score reduces to
For a directly genotyped SNP, each triplet of state probabilities will be (1,0,0), (0,1,0) or (0,0,1), which will result in S i,j = G i,j for all 255 i and r j = 1; so for these, in place of r j , we use the metric r2 type0 reported by IMPUTE2. 26 Additional details on our information 256 score are provided in Supplementary Figure 20 .
257
Estimating h 2 SNP : We first construct the n × m genotype matrix X, by centering and scaling the allele counts for each SNP according
. If w j and r j denote the LD weight 9 and information score for SNP j, 259 then the LDAK Model for estimating SNP heritability h 2 SNP = σ 2 g /(σ 2 g +σ 2 e ) is:
θ k denotes the fixed-effect coefficient for the kth covariate, β j and e i are random-effects indicating the effect size of SNP j and the 261 noise component for Individual i, while σ 2 g and σ 2 e are interpreted as genetic and environmental variances, respectively. Note that the 262 introduction of r j is an addition to the model we proposed in 2012. 9 Model (2) is equivalent to assuming: 45, 46
where I is an n × n identity matrix and Ω denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries (r 1 w 1 , . . . , r m w m ). The kinship matrix K, 
If P 1 and P 2 index two sets of SNPs of size |P 1 | and |P 2 |, then under the LDAK Model, they are expected to contribute heritability in
The GCTA Model corresponds to setting w j = r j = 1, in which case
Most applications of GCTA have further assumed α = −1, so that W l = |P l |, which corresponds to the 272 assumption that SNP sets are expected to contribute heritability proportional to the number of SNPs they contain.
273
Model (2) assumes that all effect-sizes can be described by a single prior distribution. This assumption is relaxed by SNP 274 partitioning. Suppose that the SNPs are divided into tranches P 1 , . . . , P L of sizes |P 1 |, . . . , |P L |; typically these will partition the 275 genome, so that each SNP appears in exactly one tranche and l |P l | = m, but this is not required. This correspond to generalizing we instead used "GCTA-LD" (i.e., SNPs divided only by LD, rather than by LD and MAF), which we found gave very similar results 284 to GCTA-LDMS for traits where both completed ( Supplementary Fig. 7) . For diseases, we converted estimates of h 2 SNP to the liability 285 scale based on the observed case-control ratio and assumed prevalence. 28, 29 In general, we copied the prevalences used by previous 286 studies; however for tuberculosis, where no previous estimate of h 2 SNP is available, we derived an estimate of prevalence from World 287 Health Organization data 51 (Supplementary Note 2).
288
LDSC: Originally designed as a way to quantify confounding in a GWAS, LDSC 10 also provides a method for estimating h 2 SNP , which 289 requires only summary statistics from single-SNP analysis (rather than raw genotype and phenotype data). LDSC is based on the 290 principal that in a single-SNP analysis, the χ 2 (1) test statistic for SNP j has expected value E[χ 2 j ] = 1 + nh 2 j + n k =j r 2 j,k h 2 k + 291 na j , where r 2 j,k denotes the squared correlation between SNPs j and k, while a j represents bias due to confounding factors (e.g.,
292
population structure and familial relatedness). 10 Under a polygenic model where every SNP is expected to contribute equally (i.e., 293 E[h 2 j ] = h 2 SNP /m), and the (widely-used) assumption that the bias is constant across SNPs (a j = a), we have E[χ 2 j ] = 1+nl j h 2 SNP /m+ na, where l j = 1 + k =j r 2 j,k is referred to as the LD Score of SNP j (as it is not feasible to compute pairwise correlations across 295 all SNPs, in practice these are approximated using a sliding window of, say, 1 centiMorgan Accommodating very large effect loci: Equation (2) assumes that all SNP effect sizes can be modeled by a single Gaussian distribution.
304
Estimates are generally robust to violations of this assumption, 9 but problems can occur when individual SNPs have very large effect 305 sizes, because a single Gaussian distribution cannot accommodate both these SNPs and the very many with small effect sizes. This is a 306 common concern when analyzing autoimmune traits for which the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) can contribute substantial 307 heritability. In response to this problem, some authors exclude MHC SNPs from analyses. 7, 30, 52, 53 Another approach is to model effect 308 sizes as a mixture of Gaussians, 35, 54 but this is not computationally feasible for millions of SNPs and many thousands of individuals.
309
Therefore, our proposed strategy is to first identify SNPs with P < 10 −20 from single-SNP analysis, to prune these using a correlation provides further details. In particular, we appreciate that our definition of highly-associated is somewhat arbitrary, so we confirm that 315 estimates of h 2 SNP are almost unchanged if instead we use P < 5 × 10 −8 .
316
Datasets and phenotypes: When searching for GWAS datasets, we preferred those with sample size at least 4 000 to ensure reasonable 317 precision of h 2 SNP . 55 In total, our datasets were constructed from 40 independent cohorts, all of which have been previously described applied these filters only after merging. We only relax quality control for the analyses of the UCLEB data where we explicitly examine the consequences of including lower-quality and rare SNPs. When possible, the matrix S contains expected allele counts (dosages); i.e.,
